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About This Content

The famous Stonemarket First Bank is known to be unbreachable…but not to all.

As the Master Thief, infiltrate the City’s most secure location to retrieve the coveted Hudnall family’s necklace an item all local
thieves are desperate to get their hands on.

None so far have managed to snatch it…Will you be able to outsmart the Bank’s security to steal this rare artifact?

 Unlock the gates to the Bank

 Test your thieving skills in this heavily guarded and treacherous place.

 Outsmart security measures found exclusively in this mission

 Search for the Bank’s unique loot and many other secrets!

 A true homage to the Bank mission in Thief II: The Metal Age.
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Title: THIEF: The Bank Heist
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Thief
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista with Platform Update for Windows Vista

Processor: High-Performance Dual Core CPU or Quad Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon 4800 series / Nvidia GTS 250

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Polish,Czech
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Quite ironic that a £3 downloadable "new" retro game originally designed for the iPhone turns out to be better than the £40 full
game that this game was tasked with promoting.

For the record, I bought the full game of Dark Void for £3 on black friday. I would have much rather used the money to buy...I
don't know...a bag of Doritos?

Dark Void ZERO on the other hand is well...ANYTHING BUT A ZERO! AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA please don't hate me
:(. finished under a day and can be finished way earlier
-bad grammar and bad optimization for funnies
-skeleton army eggs dee
-gamer girl

now this is epic. This has the potential to be a pretty jolly KSP.
I guess Unity must make it really easy to connect things to each other with intergalactic space ropes, or else there wouldn't be a
bazillion people making games like this.
Unfortunately this one too so far suffers from the fact that the performance of the default objects Unity provides you with is
rather absymal by the time you hook up dozens of moving objects together. If the developer(s) can fix this, this could become
something great. If they can't, it'll just be unplayable crap until we get single-threaded supercomputers in the year 2192.

Really good for a first release, but see above caveat.. I like the lil safe UwU. Scourge: Outbreak is a must for a close group of
friends (4 max) who want to enjoy some good 'ol fashion alien hunting. The game isn't that long but its worth the purchase.

First, it features a unique story that keeps you trying to figure it out since the beginning of the game. As you continue you will
watch surprising cut scenes which give you a bigger picture to the story. The story line ride is que interesting to say the least.

In terms of game play, it's quite polished. I dont recall many bugs, the graphics and effects looked good, the maps were clean
and straight-forward.

At different points the game slowed down a bit, like when we had to bomb the helicopter to pieces by tossing grenades at it. We
thought it would never end and that the devs were playing a cruel joke on us, while watching a live feed of our game play, eating
pizza and making fun of us. Long shot but hey, gotta use the imagination dont we? But, it picked up and got a bit more fast
paced when encountering hordes of evil brain-washed vermin, or nasty bugs. It was a good balance.

A variety of weapons also kept the game interesting and thrilling, especially when the big boy guns were found. And of course
nades-are-nades. Who doesn't like big booms that splatter green alien slime everywhere?

I had a blast, yet enjoyed it more with friends than in single mode - this seems to be shared by the majority of the gaming
community. All in all, I think it's is a great game, that will stay fun for a long time.. You Need It
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Senpai Best COH mod so far :3 Love :3 The Chinese National Revolutionary and the Imperial Japanese Army. This game was
by far my favourite mobile game. This game doesn't really match up to it's mobile counterpart. Here's what i think of it. NOTE:
most of this will compare this version to the mobile.

POSITIVES
- The music in this game is top notch.
- The concept is great.
- You no longer collide with already crashed police cars

NEGATIVES
- Despite costing money, it doesn't have near as much content as the free android version.
- You can't change the controls.
- The car is extremely slippery.

THINGS I WOULD LOVE TO SEE
- Please add the content from the mobile versions. This game does not feel complete.
- I really liked the way the interface was on the mobile versions.
- Despite being a PC game, the graphics are not as good as the mobile.
- Add an option to switch between camera angles, one where you're in the car, one where you're slightly above the car, and the
original arial viewangle.
- An online leaderboard would be great - featuring daily and altime highscores.
- I much rather prefered the Credits system.

This being said, I have not lost hope in the game or the developers. I've played plenty of Tree Men games, and I've never been
let down. Continue to work your hardest.. Cannot recommend game for Oculus Rift VR in current state. No controls in the main
menu. Have to start the game out of Steam then launch in VR mode. Have to use keybaord while using HMD pointer to start and
select a mission or tutorial which is cumberson at best and impossible if not a long enough keyboard cable. Tried mission to
obtain secret data files and put them onto a USB sticka and unable to enter the password obtained using the xbox one controller,
keyboard and mouse. Game is unplayable in VR in current state.. I would have to say that after playing this game for quite
awhile it is pretty interesting and fun. I've seen only some of the story behind it; however it actually intrigues me when it comes
to the diary pages that are randomly scattered across the house. When it came to the overall controls especially on keyboard, it
was pretty simple. The only bad thing about it was how laggy it could get on the menus, but it could just be my computer.

Now for the important part, the gameplay was quite fun (especially in the later bits of the game where you can triple jump and
etc...).It is like a rogue-dungeon crawler, but you progress with it trying to protect a bedroom base; however it starts off very
very slow paced (And the combat doesn't really change from spamming that primary weapon) . It's almost impossible not to hate
the game for a little while due to how grindy it can get and how weak you start off. Not to mention the need to gather blueprints
for weapons and important key factors that make youj survive the night. Even if it is a rogue like game, it takes quite an odd
approach to it by ending every night with a chance of you to lose some important materials quite often ( you can build your way
to defend the base and suc; however to a new player it's very difficult to build it and also want to upgrade your character, then
again, you lose random junk most of the time). Not only do you lose quite a bit of progress, it's very difficult to actually make
progress with how quickly the difficult ramps up the further you adventure

Annother thing to add is that the quests within the game are also super grindy that it takes multiple runs in order to complete
them most of the time ( but you do get quite a load of rewards for completing them, and half the time you will already have
completed them). As for the loot in the game, it's very minimum to blueprints ( minor accesories and etc.) and random materials
that only get sorted in a basic 6 slotted backpack....and half the time you can't take everything and it becomes a loot hoarding
adventure, meanwhile again your base is being ransacked anyways, nulifying your progress sometimes.

I can't say that this game is for everyone, it is very addictive and fun; however it is very grindy and slightly the same from what I
am seeing as the game progresses, the enemies are exactly the same ( not all the same, but may have the same attacks or features
to them and in the certain areas); yet they can harm you in sooo many ways that you can barely go into a fight without getting a
scratch since there is no exact dodge or block mechanic from what i have seen, but yeah, so far this game is slightly mehhhh.
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Overall though.. I do love the game despite it's flaws and issues, but i do have to say that i don't really know whether to
recommend this game unless you really want to experience the story and a very grindy game that it offers. I won't say that you
shouldn't not want the game because overall it's fun!. This is just what I was looking for. I wanted a cheap shooter that was fairly
easy and fun, and this fit the bill perfectly. It is pretty generic and it is buggy at times, but nothing game breaking. It uses the
typical cover shooter mechanics, and they all work pretty well. Sticking to cover and vaulting over it are both very smooth,
which is more than can be said for many games like this.

The story is bland and the dialogue has a ton of unecessary cursing, like it is trying to sound tough. But the action is decent
enough, and if you find it for cheap, I recommend picking it up if you like shooting games.. Basically what the store page says.
Nice little point and click, and humorous to boot. If you love the traditional-style point and click adventures, play this today!.
The server of Viking Kings = Admiral changes the rules!
your units are stolen by the adm.
helping your friends and destroying you
\u00a0pathetic
there is no war on the surviving server
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